
symbolised our dominance over the far-flung
colonies, in microcosm. Beneath the pleasures
and politeness of sugar and tea lies a dark history
of trade and exploitation. Think of the Boston Tea
Party, or the Opium Wars – China forced by inva-
sion to continue to consume the narcotic, as
traded in exchange for tea – to see how integral
this trade was to our imperial history. 

We’ve been devoted to it for centuries; today it
accounts for more that a third of all liquids con-
sumed in the UK. Indeed, it’s on the increase for
the first time in three decades, according to the
UK Tea Council, thanks apparently to the inter-
est in its health properties. Perhaps less health-
linked, the ceremony of afternoon tea is seeing a
resurgence too, as are a variety of ‘alternative’
teas. The Berkeley caters for the fashion-self-
conscious with Prêt-à-Portea, its biscuits and
cakes branded by different fashion houses in this
season’s colours. The Mandeville Hotel offers
Man’s Afternoon Tea, including whisky, roast
beef sandwiches and brownies – afternoon tea
for those who find the classic style too feminine.
As the Mandeville’s Cataline Lloyd explains, the
old image was too formal and unapproachable: ‘It
used to be “ladies who lunch”, but today younger
people have a higher disposable income and
have become interested in it,’ she says. ‘We are
trying to make it more accessible and modern.’

essential part of his life, growing up. He used to
work at Marks & Spencer and John Lewis, both of
whom provide a daily high tea. In contrast to loud
Starbucks-promoted, caffeine-fuelled coffee, tea
can seem slow, reflective, perhaps even anti-capi-
talist, but it has to be part of Clarke’s working day. 

The cuppa has a craftsmanship all of its own –
tremble at the hideous thought of the Teasmade if
you doubt this. There’s steeping, swirling, wait-
ing, squeezing, dunking and pouring – all requires
the judgment of the human hand and mind, and
cannot survive the calibrated mercies of a
machine. Cooking is of course a craft; the best
craftspeople share an affinity with the highest
chefs, in both dexterity and sensitivity, and Clarke
seeks out parallels between kitchen and work-
shop. For him the the two are seamless; he cooks
every day – ‘as exciting as playing in the workshop’
– and has already made jam for the show. 

Expect to see new work from makers; even
Clarke doesn’t know what will be in all the boxes
arriving at the gallery the week before the show.
But Robert Dawson’s willow-pattern experiments
will be there, and Paul Scott’s ceramic rural idylls
– which include the odd jet fighter aeroplane in
the skyline. Hans Stofer plans to show a tea set
called T’s Up Innit – the concept of a ‘set’ is fairly
traditional, but it’s part of Stofer’s Pauper’s Collec-
tion, re-designing and customising designed

With its irreverent profusion of objects, Tea’s Up
fits into this re-imaging. It’s also David Clarke’s
first curated UK exhibition, and will address
issues he has with contemporary craft displays.
Having been in many silver-specific shows, Clarke
finds annoying the disconnection from the reality
of buying and collecting: ‘No one has a home full
of silver, it would be vulgar and disgusting. Going
into a room full of silver is just yuck – people are
only looking for their reflection in it anyway. They
like to check their hair.’ Instead he wants to break
down traditional disciplinary boundaries and spa-
tial compartmentalisation. Rather than allocating
makers their own small section, the show will be a
diverse mix of everything, on one long table in the
centre of the space. ‘The ceramics will talk, or
fight, with the silver, or glass… I want it to be
dynamic. At first glance you don’t read the whole
thing; you need to go into it.’ By including cakes
and tea, Clarke hopes to make the display too 
delicious to resist. There are plans for three
scheduled tea parties, with sitting, eating and
drinking. But this is no installation – indeed, it’s
the opposite, a way to make these pieces more
real, more functional.

Perhaps it’s unsurprising that Clarke is zealous
to the point of ritualised eccentricity about tea,
stopping every day for it in the workshop after a
three o’clock nap. Sunday afternoon tea was an

Teleri Lloyd-Jones partakes
of the art, craft and playful

eccentricity of that most
British of all ceremonies 
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Above: ‘English
Countryside’ tea set, Paul
Scott, 2008; below from
left: ‘Miss De Caff ’, David
Clarke, 2007; ‘After
Eight’, Lin Cheung, 2005;
tea pot, cake stands, Colin
Saunders, 2008; ‘Stamps’,
Robert Dawson, 2007;

teapot from ‘Your Krug is
Sev’red’, Kate McBride,
2007; ‘Tea for Two’ spoon,
Bill Phipps, 2005; ‘Milk
Bottles’, Sam Sweet,
2008; ‘Gore Blimey’,
David Clarke, 2007; ‘The
Cockle Pickers’ service,
Paul Scott, 2008 

‘Never trust a man,’ warns Billy Connolly, ‘who,
left alone with a tea cozy, doesn’t try it on.’ Tea
and its rituals: far too easy just to toss it all into a
box of quaint Victoriana and play ‘More tea,
vicar?’ on a loop in the background. And equally
tempting to mock such traditions for their rigid-
ity – as a character in Elizabeth Braddon’s 1862
novel Lady Audley’s Secret laments: ‘Read how
poor Hazlitt made his tea, and shudder at the
dreadful barbarism.’ 

But there is another side to our national 
pastime, as a new exhibition at Contemporary
Applied Arts in London this September, Tea’s Up,
will show. It celebrates the visual pleasure and
eccentric playfulness of afternoon tea (as well as
CAA’s 60th anniversary). Curated by silversmith
and tableware designer David Clarke, it combines
ceramics, metalwork and glass, an explosion of
teatime paraphernalia. With work by Simone ten
Hompel, Robert Dawson, Lin Cheung, Hans
Stofer and many others, these will be no ordinary
cups and saucers – but as innovative and challeng-
ing as the work of its curator. 

Since its introduction to this country in the
17th century, tea has become a defining element
in our nationhood, developing from prohibitively
expensive luxury – with a startlingly energetic
black market – to universal pastime. Termed 
a woman’s ‘legitimate empire’, the tea table 
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objects for new purposes. ‘Depending on what
kind of tea you drink,’ Stofer says, ‘you associate
yourself with a particular group. I’m not an Earl
Grey drinker, I have to have my PG Tips – in a dif-
ferent cupboard.’ Stofer sees all the objects of a
tea set as packaging; they’re ‘not really necessary –
but they become so if you turn it into a form of 
ritual.’ The highly ritualised objects that comprise
a set visually express the rules and regulations
of tea-time practice. And once one knows these
rules, one can start breaking them…

Metalworker Cathy Miles has made a metre-
tall cakestand from iron wire. The broad remit of
the project pushed her into bigger and bolder
works; 3D wire outlines are her signature tech-
nique, but her cakestands and teapots are embel-
lished with gold-plating and powder coating,
creating more colour and dynamism. Bucking the
exhibition’s trend of functionality, much of Miles’
work is purely decorative, but she is eager that
people interact with it, instead of ‘just looking at
it, when you can’t really explore it to its full poten-
tial.’ This incongruous toying with the non-func-
tional brings to mind the child’s tea party, which is
all about props in a wonderful pretence. But a
child’s roleplay and an adult tea party are linked,
by a whimsical absurdity. Afternoon tea is quite
irrational, argues Miles: ‘Why even have a teacup?
They’re horrible to drink out of, they’re awkward

they appear’ – a pair of legs protrude from the
interior base of a teacup. Her work recalls the
splendid sweetness of rococo, its golden, natural
forms effervescing from the surfaces, its vocabu-
lary as superfluous and addictive as a sprinkle of
sugar itself – you know it’s bad for you, but this
makes it all the better. 

Afternoon tea is all about transgression and
temptation, the sandwiches as penance for your
sugary sins, and this exhibition is an embodiment
of all that. On daily display in the gallery, and 
all day round, Tea’s Up recalls the most famous
afternoon tea party of all. For CAA, in the words 
of the Mad Hatter, ‘It’s always tea-time.’ 

‘Tea’s Up’ is at Contemporary Applied Arts, London
W1, (020) 7436 2344, from 5 September – 17 October,
2008. For details, and stockists, see Crafts Guide. 

and feel strange – it’s not like the everyday, is it?’ 
Underlying the exhibition is a belief in the

power of pleasure. No matter what type of ritual
one partakes of – simple or extensive, Earl Grey or
PG Tips – the common denominator is, as novel-
ist Beverley Nichols has it, the ‘tea itself, the
warmth of it, the science of it, the tang of it. The
curious subtle insinuating comfort of it.’ Clarke
agrees there is enjoyment in any configuration: 
‘It can be just a mug of tea and a packet of biscuits
– there’s still sugar in it’. Sugar’s seductions are an
apt metaphor for the tempting objects in the
show – after all, such ceramic traditions as the
porcelain figurine are direct descendents of table-
top sugar sculptures. The vices of indulgence,
foodie or crafty, hint at the dangerous slope down
to temptation. As early as 1675, with tea and china
just taking hold in British culture, playwright
William Wycherley used ‘china’ as a wonderful
metonymy for adultery, sexual appetite and con-
sumerism in his comedy The Country Wife. Raffish
protagonist Mr Horner is fought over by two
ladies: ‘Oh, lord, I’ll have some china too. Good
Mr Horner, don’t think to give other people china,
and me none… For we women of quality never
think we have china enough.’ In similar vein, part
homage, part parody, ceramist Kate McBride’s tea
sets test the limits of ordinary politeness: figures
are sensuous and sexual, and ‘not always as nice as

Below, clockwise from
top left: ‘Stamps’, Robert
Dawson, 2007; cups 
from ‘Scott’s Cumbrian
Blue(s)’ , Paul Scott; 
‘Tea for Two’ spoon, 
Bill Phipps, 2005; plate,
Simone ten Hompel,
2005, Lin Cheung detail
in foreground; teapot
model TT 0.7, Simone ten

Hompel, 2008; ‘Queenie
IV’ milk jug, David
Clarke, 2008; ‘The Cockle
Pickers’ tea service from
‘Scott’s Cumbrian
Blue(s), Paul Scott, 2008
Opposite, teapot from
‘Your Krug is Sev’red’,
Kate McBride, 2007;
‘After Eight’, 
Lin Cheung, 2005 


